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Exclusive sinks in exceptional pared-down design and small series. Made-to-measure stainless steel worktops 
based on your wishes. That’s BLANCO STEELART. The versatile product programme from BLANCO's high-tech 
production facility appeals for its simple aesthetics and unique matching geometries, and consistently sets new 
design trends in the living world of the kitchen.

STEELART
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Stainless Steel – The Material 
Stainless steel is often called the preferred material of discerning product designers and kitchen planners. Its unique 
material properties make this elegant material the first choice for the highest standards in high-end and exclusive 
design. But what exactly is behind this all-rounder?

We have compiled the most relevant information for you in this piece: 

Recyclable: Stainless steel is a natural, environmentally friendly material that is 100% recyclable. This means 
that all items made of stainless steel can go back into the production of new materials at the end of their life 
cycle.

Corrosion-resistant: BLANCO uses the highest stainless steel quality that consists mainly of iron (72%), 
chrome (18%) and nickel (10%). This composition makes it resistant to corrosion.

Anti-Rusting: Stainless steel does not rust. Any rust marks that appear on the surface are from other 
sources. This rust is an oxidation of deposited foreign materials.

Self-renewing: Stainless steel constantly renews itself. In fact, it is said to have a self-healing surface, also 
called the passive layer. If the surface is damaged, oxygen helps it to renew itself. This is always of benefit to 
the material in daily use.

Durable: Thanks to the zoning of the passive layer, there is no need for corrosion protection. As a 
consequence, stainless steel retains its value and brilliance for decades.
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SURFACE FINISHES.
STEELART worktops are available in three surface finishes with 
different degrees of gloss.

Top: finish stainless steel satin polish
Bottom: cross section satin polish, 
finely brushed stainless steel

Stainless steel satin polish Stainless steel satin matt Stainless steel Durinox®

Top: finish stainless steel Durinox®

Bottom: cross section Durinox®, 
shot-blasted stainless steel

Top: finish stainless steel satin matt
Bottom: cross section satin matt, 
sand-brushed stainless steel

IN DAILY USE.
Lots of materials are harder than stainless steel, such as 
ceramic, stone, glass or hardened metals, as are scouring 
detergents. All of these materials can scratch a stainless 
steel surface if applied mechanically.

Complete scratch resistance is not achievable by today’s 
technical standards, so the appearance of minor signs of 
usage is entirely natural. For instance over time, stainless 
steel satin polish gets a so-called patina, which becomes 
less and less sensitive with regular polishing.

Edelstahl Durinox®:
The hardened Durinox® surface is more than twice as hard 
as conventional stainless steel worktops, which makes it 
extremely resistant to scratches.

Stainless steel satin polish and satin matt: Due to its 
smooth structure, the finely brushed satin polish surface is 
extremely easy to clean – in fact, it is the easiest of all the 
options.
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THE ADVANTAGES.
The material properties prevent rust from forming

Hygienic and food neutral: the smooth metallic surface of the stainless steel makes it extremely difficult for bacteria and 
micro organisms to settle and multiply. It does not affect the taste or appearance of any foods that come into contact with it.

Lightfast and stain resistant

Strong and elastic against blows, drops and wear. Dropped items do not break so readily.

Joint-free worktops: the smooth integration of bowls, sinks and hobs offers the maximum in hygiene, and also results in an 
elegant appearance “as if cast in one piece”.

Creative freedom and design: there are no limits for aesthetes thanks to the perfect formability of the material. Flowing 
shapes and transitions, flat rims and rounded lines clearly demonstrate the design versatility of this material.

Versatile in combination: Thanks to its neutral colours, stainless steel will blend harmoniously with any kitchen environment.

Easy to clean and care for: the minimum care is all that is required for stainless steel to retain its value and brilliance even 
after decades.
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Optimum space utilization for more comfort:

BLANCO offers solutions for any size of sink cabinet. A cabinet width of 60 cm is ideal for sinks with a main and additional bowl, 
but there are also numerous models for other spatial and planning situations.

Ergonomics and functionality make everything easier:
The bowls and accessories are designed to match each other perfectly and make work-sequences flow smoothly.

Comfort in a system:
It is the perfect interplay between sink,mixer tap, waste system and accessories that creates a functional sinkcentre.

Material and colour add highlights:
The right combination of sink and mixer tap creates an ambience that matches any home living style.

Mixer taps by BLANCO:
BLANCO offers a wide selection of designs of high functionality. Certified in accordance with the strict quality criteria of 
independent test institutes,they meet the highest requirements for safety and hygiene.

Cleaning made easy:
The surfaces of sinks and mixer taps are wonderfully easy to clean. Special materials help to repel dirt and water.
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BLANCO STEELART care set:
1 x BLANCO microfibre cloth
1 x BLANCO POLISH
1 x Vileda sponge, non-scratch

2. Daily cleaning: All that is required for daily cleaning 
is a soft sponge or damp microfibre cloth and normal 
commercial cleaning detergent. You can also use vine-
gar or lemon cleaner to remove limescale.

BLANCO household tip: Clean with vinegar water 
(20% vinegar, 80% water) or with lemon juice diluted in 
water.

Cleaning And Care (Stainless Steel Satin Polish / Satin Matt).
1. Deep clean (satin polish finishes only): 

We recommend cleaning and maintaining the surface with 
BLANCO POLISH every 1-2 weeks.

BLANCO POLISH makes daily cleaning much easier, and 
removes heavy dirt and limescale deposits. It seals the sur-
face, giving it a self-cleaning effect, and also removes minor 
signs of use.

BLANCO POLISH:

• Removes scratches
• Removes rust and stains
• Water just rolls off the surface after use
• Prevents finger prints and other marks and dirt from settling
• Leaves a silky-matt shine

Special information

• Always clean in the direction of brushing, and never use circular movements as this could result in permanent chan-
ges to the surface texture.
• Intensive polishing in one spot will result in local changes to the degree of sheen (especially on satin matt)
• Avoid chlorine and hydrochloric acid-based cleaning products
• Remove dirt and limescale deposits regularly
• Avoid direct, prolonged contact with rusting iron objects (e.g. cast iron pans)
• Never use steel wool, only sponges for stainless steel (soft side)

Cleaning And Care (Stainless Steel Durinox®).

1. Deep clean for Durinox® finishes:  
We recommend deep cleaning the worktop before using it for 
the first time, and then every 3 – 4 weeks.

1. Pour a little undiluted BLANCO Durinox® Liquid onto a 
soft sponge (e.g. stainless steel sponge by VILEDA).

2. Clean the worktop using circular movements and light 
pressure on the surface.

3. Then remove all traces of the cleaner and the loosened 
dirt from the stainless steel surface with a wet microfibre 
cloth and plenty of water.

4. Dry the worktop with a clean cotton or microfibre cloth.

2. Daily cleaning:
All that is required for daily cleaning is a soft sponge or 
damp microfibre cloth. To treat limescale and light dirt, 
use BLANCO Durinox® Liquid, vinegar or lemon cleaner.

BLANCO Durinox® Liquid is a special deep cleaner. It 
removes heavy dirt and limescale deposits, and makes 
daily cleaning much easier.

To obtain care products for STEELART stainless steel 
worktops look up online at www.blanco-germany.com

BLANCO Durinox® Liquid:
• Loosens rust and stains
• Makes it easier to remove fingerprints

BLANCO Durinox® Care Set:
1 x BLANCO microfibre cloth
1 x BLANCO Durinox® Liquid 250 ml
1 x Vileda sponge, non-scratch

Special information

Do not use any abrasive scouring powders (e.g. scouring milk, scouring powder, BLANCO POLISH) to clean BLANCO 
Durinox® stainless steel surfaces.
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BLANCO STEELART
Exclusivity in stainless steel.

BLANCO STEELART
Exclusivity in stainless steel.

Exclusive sinks in exceptional pared-

down design and small series. Made-

to-measure stainless steel worktops 

based on your wishes. That’s BLANCO 

STEELART. The versatile product 

programme from BLANCO's high-tech 

production facility appeals for its simple 

aesthetics and unique matching geom-

etries, and consistently sets new design 

trends in the living world of the kitchen. 

For instance, the BLANCO ATTIKA bowl 

appeals for its elegant, sophisticated 

ATTIKA frame that lends it an exceptional 

character.

The exclusive BLANCO FLOW inset sink is in a 
clear, balanced design that instantly soothes the 
eye of the observer.

The innovative stainless steel BLANCO Durinox® 
surface appeals for its particular hardness that 
makes it particularly resilient to scratches.

The exclusive BLANCO FLOW inset sink is in a 
clear, balanced design that instantly soothes the 
eye of the observer.

The innovative stainless steel BLANCO Durinox® 
surface appeals for its particular hardness that 
makes it particularly resilient to scratches.
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Award-winning form and function
Renowned awards confirm BLANCO's design competence

BLANCO ELON XL 6 S: Design and function 
perfectly united

BLANCOCULINA-S Mini 
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BLANCO ATTIKA 60/A.
Exclusive elegance.

The innovative STEELART sit-on bowl
with the elegant and exclusive ATTIKA
frame appeals for its filigree yet solid
looks and gentle contours. The tap ledge
is lower at the sides to create a closed
unit of bowl and control elements.

In combination with a retractable mixer tap,
BLANCO ATTIKA is also suitable for 
window installation.

The matching ash compound chopping board 
acts as an elegant system cover.
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BLANCO ATTIKA 60/A

Stainless steel satin polish
Sublime elegance

• Lay-on bowls with an elegantly raised ATTIKA frame
• Unique rim geometry: a delicate yet solid look with 
gentle contours
• An integrated BLANCO CLARON XL single bowl
• The lowered mixer tap ledge on the side makes an 
  enclosed unit of the bowl and control elements
• Can be installed reversibly
• Optional: a matching ash compound chopping board 
as an elegant system cover

ATTIKA 60/A Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.810

Optional accessories

Outlet Cover CapFlow
565.69.890

Compound Chopping 
Board 565.69.172

Scope of supply:  manual waste and overflow fitting with space-saving pipe, 3 ½" 
basket strainer, BLANCO CapFlow™ outlet cover, fixing kit (seal not included)

 

Overall Size(mm/inch): 557X452 X 210 / (22" X 18" X 8.4")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  457X432 X 210 / (18" X 17" X 8.4")

     
 

     
 

*Special Order
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An elegant extension to the STEELART
family of sit-on bowls is the BLANCO
ATTIKA XL single bowl with the exclusive 
ATTIKA frame.

In combination with the matching draining 
bowl and walnut compound bridge 
chopping board, it becomes the perfect 
preparation zone. The chopping board can 
be inserted both in the bowl and in the flat 
draining bowl.

The flat BLANCO ATTIKA drainer bowl is 
the perfect preparation zone.

The chopping board can be inserted both 
in the bowl and in the flat drainer bowl.

BLANCO ATTIKA XL 60 and 60-T.
Exclusive elegance for individual tastes.
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BLANCO ATTIKA XL 60 and 60-T

Exclusive elegance for individual tastes 

Stainless steel satin polish

Sublime elegance
• Lay-on bowls with an elegantly raised ATTIKA frame
• Unique rim geometry: a delicate yet solid look with gentle  
   contours
• Integrated BLANCO ATTIKA XL single bowl

ATTIKA XL 60 Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No.  *565.65.700

Overall Size(mm/inch): 520X420 X 35 / (21.5" X 17" X 1.4")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  500X400 X 35 / (20" X 16" X 1.4")

Optional accessories

Outlet Cover CapFlow
565.69.890

Compound Chopping 
Board 565.69.173

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste fitting, 3 ½" basket strainer (cannot be 
closed), incl. connection for combination with 1 bowl, BLANCO CapFlow™ outlet cover 
fixing element set (sealing not included)

Scope of supply:  manual waste and overflow fitting with space-saving pipe, 3 ½" 
basket strainer, BLANCO CapFlow™ outlet cover, fixing element set (seal not included)

ATTIKA XL 60 Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.820

Ash Chopping Board 
565.69.172

Overall Size(mm/inch): 520X420 X 210 / (21.5" X 17" X 8.4")
Bowl Size(mm/inch): 500X400 X 210 / (20" X 16" X 8.4")

     
 

*Special Order
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BLANCO FLOW-IF.
The flowing connection in stainless steel

The design award-winning BLANCO
FLOW-IF sink centres appeal for their
flowing transitions and unique shapes.
The unusual design is particularly evident
in the smoothly tapering drainers that
merge seamlessly with the flat IF rim.

Perfect match: the BLANCO LINEE-S
mixer tap in a stainless steel satin polish
finish.

The symmetrical shape with the central 
CLARON bowl will make the sink the focal 
point in any kitchen.

Elegant, seamless transitions are key features 
of the exclusive design of BLANCO FLOW 
sinks.
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BLANCO FLOW 45 S-IF / 5 S-IF

Stainless steel satin polish

The flowing connection

• Inset sink with flowing connections between drai-
ning boards and the main bowl
• Symmetrical design thanks to central main bowl 
with draining areas on both sides
• IF flat rim for an elegant look and flush installation

FLOW 45 S-IF Specification 45 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.830

Optional accessories

Colander
565.69.068

White Glass Cutting 
Board 565.69.175

Scope of supply:  waste and overflow fitting with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer with chrome-plated round stan-
dard pop-up remote control*, fixing element set (sealing not included)

Scope of supply:  waste and overflow fitting with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer with chrome-plated round 
standard pop-up remote control*, fixing element set (sealing not included)

FLOW 5 S-IF Specification 50 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No.  *565.67.460

Glass Cutting Board 
565.69.174

Overall Size(mm/inch): 1000X510 X 190 / (40" X 22" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 1160X510 X 190 / (46" X 22" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  450X 400 X 190 / (18" X 16" X 7.6")

       
 

       
 

*Special Order
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BLANCO FLOW-IF.
The flowing connection in stainless steel.

Flowing transitions and the extra-large
bowl are key features of the BLANCO
FLOW XL 6 S sink. With the balanced
proportions of bowl and drainer, the sink
looks light and elegant.

Perfect harmony: the BLANCO LEVOSS
mixer tap with matching detergent
dispenser and pop-up.

The filigree design will make the sink the 
focal point in any kitchen.

Flowing transitions are key features of the
BLANCO FLOW-IF line.
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BLANCO FLOW XL 6 S-IF

Stainless steel satin polish

The connection that flows

• Inset sink with flowing connections between 
drainer and bowl
• Large hand-made XL-single bowl BLANCO 
CLARON 500
• Harmonious proportions of drainer and bowl
• IF flat rim for an elegant look and flush installation
• Suitable for almost any planning situation
• Optional tap ledges also with individually 
configurable tapholes

FLOW XL 6 S-IF Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manual waste and overflow fitting with space-saving pipe, 3 ½" 
basket strainer, BLANCO CapFlow™ outlet cover, fixing kit (seal not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.840

Optional accessories

Colander
565.69.068

White Glass Cutting 
Board 565.69.175

Glass Cutting Board 
565.69.174

Overall Size(mm/inch): 1060X510 X 190 / (42.4" X 22" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  425X 400 X 190 / (17" X 16" X 7.6")

 

*Special Order

White Glass Cutting 
Board 565.69.176
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BLANCO JARON.
The art of symmetry.

The BLANCO JARON inset sink by
STEELART is in a clear, balanced design
that instantly soothes the eye of the
beholder.

The two symmetrical areas with bowl and
drainer are elegantly connected to each
other by the tap ledge in the middle. The
perfect frame around the sink centre is
the flat IF rim with gently rounded, parallel
corner contours that are matched
perfectly to the bowl geometry.

The symmetrical design and the new 
drainer outflow in the elegant C-overflow™ 
design enhance the exclusive character of 
the inset sink.

Both the elegant walnut compound chopping
board and the IF flat rim are matched perfectly 
to BLANCO JARON's bowl geometry.
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BLANCO JARON XL 6 S-IF

Stainless steel satin polish
The art of symmetry

• Sink with clear, balanced appearance
• Symmetrical design with central positioned tap 
ledge
• Surrounded by elegant IF flat-rim
• Integrated BLANCO CLARON bowl
• Optional accessory: versatile placeable walnut 
compound chopping board perfectly matching the 
bowl geometry
• For reversible use

JARON XL 6 S-IF Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.850

Optional accessories

Outlet Cover CapFlow
565.69.890

Wooden Cutting Board 
565.69.177

Scope of supply:  waste and overflow fitting with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket 
strainer with pop-up remote control, drainer outflow, fixing element set (sealing not 
included)

Overall Size(mm/inch): 925 X 440 X 190 / (36.7" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

     
      

 

*Special Order
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BLANCO CLARONLINE Undermount

Stainless steel

Highlight of clear design language – the 
programme of inset sinks in an elegant-pure 
design

• A revolution in form and technology: seamless 
transitions of radii into straight lines create unrivalled 
contours
• Elegant corner radii of only 10 mm
• Wide product programme of exclusive, handmade 
inset sinks and sink units
• IF flat rim

CLARON 400 U 45 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.65.860

CLARON 550 U 60 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.65.870

CLARON 700 U 80 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.65.880

Specification

Specification

Specification

Overall Size(mm/inch): 440X440 X 190 / (17.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 590 X 440 X 190 / (23.6" X 17.6" x 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  550 X 400 X 190 / (22" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 740 X 440 X 190 / (29.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  700 X 400 X 190 / (28" X 16" X 7.6")
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CLARON 400-IF/N Specification 45 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No.  565.67.260

CLARON 550-IF/N Specification 60 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.65.890

Overall Size(mm/inch):  590 X 440 X 190 / (23.6" X 17.6" x 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  550 X 400 X 190 / (22" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch):  440X440 X 190 / (17.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

BLANCO CLARON-IF/N without tap ledge

Stainless steel satin polish

Perfect in design and function

• Concise 10 mm radius for more design - without
sacrificing functional advantages
• BLANCO CLARON in elegant-pure design with
no visible base pattern
• Optimum utilisation of the bowl capacity thanks
to extra deep bowls and smallest possible radii
• Wide product programme makes it possible to
have a high number of individual combinations
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CLARON 700-IF/N Specification 80 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No.  565.67.680

CLARON 400/550-T-IF Specification 45 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.65.720

Overall Size(mm/inch):  1015 X 440 X 190 / (40.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 740 X 440 X 190 / (29.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  700 X 400 X 190 / (28" X 16" X 7.6")

BLANCO CLARON-IF/N without tap ledge

Stainless steel satin polish

Perfect in design and function

• Concise 10 mm radius for more design - without
sacrificing functional advantages
• BLANCO CLARON in elegant-pure design with
no visible base pattern
• Optimum utilisation of the bowl capacity thanks
to extra deep bowls and smallest possible radii
• Wide product programme makes it possible to
have a high number of individual combinations
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BLANCO CLARONLINE-IF/A with tap ledge

Stainless steel

Highlight of clear design language – the 
programme of inset sinks in an elegant-pure 
design

• A revolution in form and technology: seamless 
transitions of radii into straight lines create unrivalled 
contours
• Elegant corner radii of only 10 mm
• Wide product programme of exclusive, handmade 
inset sinks and sink units
• IF flat rim

CLARON 400-IF/A 45 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.65.900

CLARON 6 S-IF/A 60 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.66.201

CLARON 8S-IF/A 80 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. *565.66.211

Specification

Specification

Specification

Overall Size(mm/inch):460 X 510 X 190 / (18" X 20" X 7.6") 
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 1000X510 X 190 / (40" X 22" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  340 X 400 X 190 / (13.6" X 16" X 7.6")
Half Bowl Size (mm/inch): 180 X 400 X 190 / (7.2" X 16" X 7.6")

Overall Size(mm/inch): 1160X510 X 190 / (46" X 22" X 7.6")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 190 / (16" X 16" X 7.6")
Half Bowl Size (mm/inch): 340 X 400 X 190 / (13.6" X 16" X 7.6")

 

*Special Order
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XEROX Undermount 45 cm cabinet size

Scope of supply:  manually operated waste and overflow fitting* with space saving pipe, 3 ½" basket strainer, fixing 
element set (sealing not included)

Finish: Satin Polish
Article No. 565.66.600

Specification

Overall Size(mm/inch):440X440 X 175 / (17.6" X 17.6" X 7")
Bowl Size(mm/inch):  400 X 400 X 175 / (16" X 16" X 7")

BLANCO ZEROX Undermount

Stainless steel satin polish

Resolute and with strength of character

• "Zero radius bowls" with the striking rectangular
bowl geometry
• Comprehensive product programme makes
it possible to have a multitude of individual
combinations
• Best possible accessory solutions with a large
number of possible combinations
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The design-based inset programme with IF flat rim

These hand-made inset programmes are notable for the pared-down linearity of their design language and the filigree IF flat rim.

BLANCO FLOW-IF – inset and flushmount

BLANCO FLOW-IF appeals for the flowing transitions in an exceptional, symmetrical design. Draining surfaces, tapered on both 
sides, border the central CLARON bowl.

BLANCO CLARON-IF – inset and flushmount

The inset family appeals for the striking corner radii of 10 mm and the IF flat rim. The innovative draining surface blends 
smoothly with the sink for superb contours.

10 

BLANCO ZEROX-IF – inset and flushmount

The zero radius inset family with the striking X. Visually appealing: the right-angled drainer emphasises the exclusive appear-
ance of these hand-made designs.

BLANCO JARON-IF – inset and flushmount

The inset sink BLANCO JARON appeals for its clear, balanced design. The two symmetrical areas with bowl and drainer are 
 elegantly connected to each other by the tap ledge in the middle.

BLANCO STEELART.
Exclusive variety for all installation methods.
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Bowls and sinks for undermount, inset and flushmount installation

Two bowl lines with a consistency of design that sets new standards: BLANCO ZEROX and BLANCO CLARON in a clear 
design language.

BLANCO CLARON – undermount, inset and flushmount

The sink programme with the striking high-tech bowl radii of just 10 mm. The small radii and special depth of the bowl provide 
for perfect space utilisation.

BLANCO ZEROX – undermount, inset and flushmount

The sink programme in the striking, right-angled zero radius design. Visual feature: the base of the bowl forms an X, emphasis-
ing the linearity of the sink geometry.

Choice of installation options

 * IF/A: Models with tap ledge
 ** IF: Models w/o tap ledge

Flushmount installation Inset:Undermount
Models:
• CLARON-U
• ZEROX-U 

Models:
• CLARON-IF/A*
• CLARON-IF**
• ZEROX-IF/A*
• ZEROX-IF**
• FLOW-IF

Models:
• CLARON-IF/A*
• CLARON-IF**
• ZEROX-IF/A*
• ZEROX-IF**
• FLOW-IF
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BLANCO STEELART 
Pricelist 2016

Product Image Article 
No.: Description Over all sizes Bowl Size Half Bowl 

Size MRP.

ATTIKA Series
*565.65.810 BLACNOATTIKA 60/A 

Single Bowl with tap 
hole in satin finish

557X452 X 210 /
(22" X 18" X 8.4")

457X432 X 210 /
(18" X 17" X 8.4")

1,85,300

*565.69.172 Ash Compound Chop-
ping Board Attika 60/A

300X 454mm/
(12"X 18")

19,500

*565.65.700 BLANCO ATTIKA XL 60 
Single Bowl Sink

520X420 X 210 /
(21.5" X 17" X 8.4")

500X400 X 210 /
(20" X 16" X 8.4")

1,71,400

*565.69.173 Walnut Chopping Board 
for ATTIKA XL 60

360 X 460 /
(14.4" X 19")

28,000

*565.69.172 Ash Chppoing Board for 
ATTIKA XL 60

300X 454mm/
(12"X 18")

19,500

*565.65.820 BLANCOATTIKA 60-T, 
Drainboard in satin 
polish

520X420 X 35 /
(21.5" X 17" X 1.4")

500X400 X 35 /
(20" X 16" X 1.4")

1,36,400

*565.69.173 Walnut Chopping Board 
for ATTIKA 60-T

360 X 460 /
(14.4" X 19")

28,000

*565.69.172 Ash Chppoing Board for 
ATTIKA 60-T

300X 454mm/
(12"X 18")

19,500

FLOW IF Series
*565.65.830 BLANCOFLOW 45S-IF 

single bowl with drain 
board sink, with Tap 
hole

1000X510 X 190 /
(40" X 22" X 7.6")

400X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

2,41,300

*565.67.460 BLANCOFLOW 5S-IF 
single bowl with drain 
board sink, with Tap 
hole

1160X510 X 190 /
(46" X 22" X 7.6")

450X 400 X 190 /
(18" X 16" X 7.6")

2,48,300

*565.65.840 BLANCOFLOW XL 
6S-IF, single bowl with 
drain board sink, with 
Tap hole

1060X510 X 190 /
(42.4" X 22" X 7.6")

425X 400 X 190 /
(17" X 16" X 7.6")

2,20,300

*565.69.068 COLANDER, 
200X100MM, SS

200 X 400 / 
(8" X 16")

29,300

*565.69.174 GLASS CUTTING 
BOARD 420 X 200

15,000

*565.69.175 WHITE GLASS CUT-
TING BOARD 420 X 
200

200 X420 /
(8" X 17")

18,000

*565.69.176 WHITE GLASS CUT-
TING BOARD 420 X 
240

240X 420 /
(10" X 17")

19,500
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Product Image Article 
No.: Description Over all sizes Bowl Size Half Bowl Size MRP.

JARON XL 6S IF
*565.65.850 BLANCO JARON XL 

6 S-IF, Single Bowl 
with Drainboard 
sink, with Tap hole

925 X 440 X 190 /
(36.7" X 17.6" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

1,50,400

*565.69.177 Wooden Cutting 
Board for Jaron XL 
6 S- IF

240X 425/
(10" X 17")

19,200

CLARON IF/A with tap ledge Series
*565.65.900 BLANCOCLARON 

400-IF/A  single 
Bowl sink with Tap 
hole

460 X 510 X 190 /
(18" X 20" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

62,900

*565.66.201 BLANCOCLARON 
6S-IF,  One and 
Half Bowl with Drain 
Board sink with tap 
Hole

1000X510 X 190 /
(40" X 22" X 7.6")

340 X 400 X 190 /
(13.6" X 16" X 
7.6")

180 X 400 X 190 /
(7.2" X 16" X 7.6")

1,99,300

*565.66.211 BLANCOCLARON 
8S-IF, Double Bowl 
Sink drain board, 
with Tap Hole

1160X510 X 190 /
(46" X 22" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

340 X 400 X 190 /
(13.6" X 16" X 7.6")

2,06,300

CLARON Undermount Series
565.65.860 BLANCOCLARON 

400-U
440X440 X 190 /
(17.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

35,000

565.65.870 BLANCOCLARON 
550-U

590 X 440 X 190 /
(23.6" X 17.6" x 7.6")

550 X 400 X 190 /
(22" X 16" X 7.6")

40,200

565.65.880 BLANCOCLARON 
700-U

740 X 440 X 190 /
(29.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")

700 X 400 X 190 /
(28" X 16" X 7.6")

43,700

CLARON-IF/N without tap ledge Series
565.67.260 BLANCOCLARON 

400-IF/N
440X440 X 190 /
(17.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

49,000

565.65.890 BLANCOCLARON 
550-IF/N

590 X 440 X 190 /
(23.6" X 17.6" x 7.6")

550 X 400 X 190 /
(22" X 16" X 7.6")

56,000

565.67.680 BLANCOCLARON 
700-IF/N

740 X 440 X 190 /
(29.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")

700 X 400 X 190 /
(28" X 16" X 7.6")

59,400

565.65.720 BLANCOCLARON 
400/550-T-IF/N, 
Single Bowl with 
Drain board sink.

1015 X 440 X 190 /
(40.6" X 17.6" X 7.6")

400 X 400 X 190 /
(16" X 16" X 7.6")

1,01,400

ZEROX Undermount
565.66.600 BLANCOZEROX 

400-U
440X440 X 175 /
(17.6" X 17.6" X 7")

400 X 400 X 175 /
(16" X 16" X 7")

31,500

* Special Order




